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Foreword 

During my time at Microsoft I've worked on productivity clients, servers, and 

services with some of the most dedicated professionals in the industry – not only 

my colleagues here at Microsoft but also the larger community of our customers, 

partners, and MVPs. We have been unified in the pursuit of our mission to use IT to 

enable people and organizations everywhere to achieve more. Over the last 10 

years, we have been on the journey to deliver these capabilities through Office 365.  

The role of IT has transformed. With cloud services and, especially, with Office 365, 

your role in IT can deliver more critical and time-saving capabilities to end users, as 

well as to your peers in security, compliance, and developer roles. Office 365 sits at 

the forefront of this, with the latest teamwork, productivity, and security controls 

that leverage the intelligence of the cloud and AI to help instrument innovation, like real-time threat 

protection or tooling that makes communicating ideas fast and effective. IT plays a critical role in how the 

resulting controls and configurations like these are rolled out and delivered to end users. These controls are 

often incredibly detailed and customized to meet the specific requirements of each organization, so each 

decision and policy requires thorough consideration and domain expertise.  

Providing feedback on these controls and capabilities is one of the most important roles the Microsoft MVP 

community plays. Our Microsoft MVPs are individuals who have mastered our technology. Beyond technical 

depth and expertise, they are a trusted connection point and a voice that carries with it untold amounts of 

customer conversations, whiteboarding sessions, and detailed explanations. Leaders in the community like 

Tony Redmond, Paul Robichaux, Brian Reid, Ståle Hansen, Jussi Roine, Juan Carlos González Martín, Gustavo 

Valez, Vasil Michev, and others provide an unbiased and often critical feedback loop to help ensure Microsoft 

delivers the best experience for IT. This goes beyond simply instrumenting new capabilities. Instead, they help 

us be more customer-centric, thinking through each capability to better understand how new controls are 

experienced by users and how they land in the admin centers of Office 365, in Azure, or in our APIs and 

scripted PowerShell implementations.  

The team who created this book is an important part of our engineering and quality process. The content 

within these pages has been curated by technology experts who have been partners with Microsoft on our 

Office 365 engineering efforts. This book embodies the outside voice and an independent view that comes 

from years of real world, IT-driven experiences. It is also a great example of the spirit of Office 365 – a team 

from a diverse set of backgrounds, experiences, and geographical locations creating a living document to 

share their knowledge. 

Rajesh Jha 

Corporate Vice President, Office 365, Microsoft Corporation 
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Introduction 
Welcome to the Sixth (2020) edition of “Office 365 for IT Professionals,” a guide to Office 365, Microsoft’s 

cloud office applications platform for those who are already experienced administrators of on-premises 

deployments. 

This eBook contains information to help administrators understand and exploit Office 365. This is not an 

official Microsoft publication and none of the opinions expressed here are endorsed by Microsoft in any way. 

Instead, it’s a collection of thoughts, ideas, and perspectives from a team of highly experienced Office 365 

MVPs (members of the Microsoft Most Valuable Professional program). 

The book was originally titled “Office 365 for Exchange Professionals” and we published two editions under 

that title (which accounts for some of the examples that you’ll find in the text). Although Exchange was the 

first application many organizations moved to the cloud, it is obvious that anyone who approaches Office 365 

from the perspective of a single application and remains focused on that application runs a large risk of losing 

much of the advantage from their investment. With that thought in mind, there’s lots to talk about concerning 

SharePoint Online, OneDrive for Business, Stream, Teams, Planner, Microsoft Planner, and Yammer, all of 

which are covered here. 

Organization of this book  
The intent of this book is to help those who run Office 365 tenants take maximum advantage of the platform. 

The topics include: 

• Introducing Office 365. 

• Why making the decision to move into the cloud is not such a big deal after all! 

• How the basic workloads run and the differences between the on-premises products and their cloud 

counterparts. 

• How Office 365 Identities work including directory synchronization and single sign-on. 

• How to manage Office 365. 

• How to manage Exchange Online mailboxes and other mail-enabled recipients. 

• How Office 365 Groups work. 

• How Microsoft Teams works and how to manage its deployment. 

• How to use PowerShell to manage Office 365 Groups and Teams. 

• How Microsoft Planner delivers group-based task management. 

• How messages flow within Office 365 and how to protect users against spam and other mail-

transmitted nasties. 

• How to manage the various clients that can connect to Office 365. 

• How to use Microsoft Stream as a corporate video portal. 

• How to use the Office 365 Data Governance framework to keep important data or remove data that 

you no longer need using Office 365 labels and retention policies. 

• How eDiscovery works across Office 365 with content searches and eDiscovery cases. 

• How the Office 365 Security and Compliance Center is the focus for cross-service compliance and 

security initiatives – and a new data governance framework for Office 365. 

• How to protect sensitive data with rights management and encryption, including Office 365 sensitibity 

labels. 

• How Data Loss Prevention works in both the new (Office 365) and older (Exchange Transport Rules) 

varieties. 
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It's a lot of information to cover in a single book. We hope that you'll like what you find here and appreciate 

the effort we go through to keep the information up to date. 

Companion Book 

As we built this book, we removed some chapters and other material that appeared in previous versions and 

moved it into a companion volume. The intention was to make space for new topics and content that we think 

is important to Office 365 tenants today. 

We don’t intend to update the companion volume as often as we will the main book. We still think that the 

information in the companion volume is interesting and valuable, but its time in the limelight might have 

passed or the information is less relevant to Office 365 operations and administration today. 

Products 

This book is about Office 365. It therefore follows that when we reference “Exchange” or “SharePoint,” we 

mean the cloud version rather than the on-premises code. We have tried to be as explicit as possible. For 

instance, we say “Exchange Online” when we mean that a feature belongs to the cloud version. If we say 

“Exchange” or “SharePoint,” it means that the discussion applies to both cloud and on-premises versions. It’s 

easier with applications like Teams and Planner because they don’t exist on-premises (and never will). 

Highlighting the important stuff 
From time to time we will want to draw your attention to something that we think is important. Everyone 

loves PowerShell, so we have included over a thousand examples of using PowerShell commands and other 

snippets. These examples arereal-life code that you can reuse in your tenant. For instance, a really simple 

PowerShell snippet is: 

[PS] C:\> Get-Mailbox | Get-MailboxStatistics 

In many cases, the PowerShell code we include is to illustrate a concept rather than fully-worked out code. 

Before putting the code into production, we would add better error handling and probably rewrite it to move 

some code into functions or to enable parameter passing. In short, we do not represent any of the code 

included in the book to be full and complete answers to a problem. Instead, you should treat our code as 

insight into how to solve an administrative problem with PowerShell and be prepared to do some work to 

improve, smoothen, and bulletproof the code before using it to process real data. 

We use three colors to highlight information. The first type is a note. 

Note: This is some additional information about a topic that we're discussing. We've included it because 

we think it adds some value. 

We also have some warnings for things that you need to understand. 

Warning: Warnings or other cautionary notes will appear like this. Try not to ignore these, the lessons 

were often learned the hard way and we’d hate to see you suffer the same pain. 

And there are lots of real-world observations that we think will interest you. 

Office 365 Groups: Every group is represented as a group object in Azure Active Directory… 
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Book Updates 
Reflecting the way that people consume information today, we designed this book to be read in multiple 

ways. The content is available in PDF (PC), and EPUB (for iPad and other eReaders), and Amazon Kindle. We 

have learned a lot about the formatting requirements for these platforms since we began to put text together 

in early 2015. Apart from its multi-platform nature, we also wanted to avoid the static nature that content 

often takes in traditional technical books. Given that Office 365 changes all the time, it didn’t seem to make 

much sense to say that any version of text was definitive and that led us to the decision to create a book with 

ever-changing content. 

Due to the fast-changing nature of Office 365, some of the user interface elements illustrated in this book 

might have changed when you read this book. The same is true for details of how a feature works. Our 

tenants are all registered for the "Targeted Release" option to allow us to see new features before Microsoft 

releases them to the general Office 365 base. It is possible that we have covered something here that you do 

not see yet in your tenant. Coping with a fast-changing (or even ever-changing) environment is just one of the 

challenges faced by Office 365 administrators. New features appear, options move around, and options 

function in a slightly different manner. Things are just very different to the somewhat staid situation that often 

pertains in a typical on-premises infrastructure. 

Microsoft’s documentation for Office 365 improves over time but still often fails to keep up to date with the 

rapid change within Office 365. We do our best to keep an eye on what is happening and what changes, but 

we can be forgiven if we overlook some detail that Microsoft has recently revealed or updated. Think of this as 

an opportunity to demonstrate how good a detective you are in seeking the right answer based on the 

evidence presented in this book, in Microsoft’s web sites, and in the voluminous amount of text that you will 

find in blogs scattered around the web. Of course, blog authors are not seers either and their text begins to 

degrade as soon as it appears, so you must gather evidence and put it in context with what you see in Office 

365 at the time when you’re trying to solve a problem or get something to work as you believe it should. 

Welcome to the world of cloud software! 

To keep matters as up-to-date as we can, we release updated versions of this book monthly (see our FAQ for 

information about downloading updates). If we find glaring errors, we will update the version that is currently 

online. It’s just like fixing bugs in a software program. 

The Author Team 
The Office 365 for IT Pros writing team is: 

• Tony Redmond. 

• Paul Robichaux. 

• Brian Reid. 

• Ståle Hansen. 

• Brian Desmond. 

• Juan Carlos González. 
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Our Technical Editor is Vasil Michev. For more information on the team, see our online bios. 
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Kashi, Vijay Nelson, Adrienne Trudeau, Nishan DeSilva, Nick Robinson, Bhavanesh Rengarajan, Alfons Staerk, 

Greg Taylor, Scott Landry, and Maithili Dandige. Our thanks to you all. 

Sponsor content 

 

It’s hard to find the time to gather information, make sure that it’s current, and write it up. An enormous 

amount of effort has gone into the creation of the original book and the many revisions and rewrites required 

for this edition. We could not undertake the task without the help and support of our sponsor, Quadrotech. 

We are very grateful for the support extended by Quadrotech. 

Chapter 25 is written by Paul Robichaux, Chief Technology Officer at Quadrotech, who also contributes four 

other chapters to the book. Paul leads the product development team for Quadrotech's family of Office 365 

migration, automation, reporting, and security products. Paul's unique background includes stints writing 

Space Shuttle payload software in FORTRAN, developing cryptographic software for the US National Security 

Agency, helping giant companies deploy Office 365 to their worldwide users, and writing about and 

presenting on Microsoft’s software and server products. Paul’s an avid (but slow) triathlete, an instrument-

rated private pilot, and an occasional blogger (at http://www.paulrobichaux.com) and Tweeter 

(@paulrobichaux). 

The author team has reviewed and edited the material to ensure that it fits with the rest of the book. 
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Quadrotech prides itself on delivering technology that brings organizations “to, and through the Cloud,” 

maximizing the efficiency, value, and insight customers receive from their IT investment. 

Beginning as an email migration vendor, our solutions have expanded and diversified in order to go beyond 

simply moving data. Quadrotech’s powerful, intelligent software addresses the entire Office 365 lifecycle: 

• Our migration suite (Archive Shuttle, PST Flight Deck, and Public Folder Shuttle) enables companies to 

move their entire email eco-system to Office 365 

• Cloud Commander helps companies to manage the unique circumstances that happen in company 

splits, joins, and mergers when Office 365 tenants must be combined or divided. 

• Radar Reporting is the most powerful and customizable reporting product available for Office 365, 

covering all key workloads to drive adoption, increase security, and reduce unnecessary costs. 

• Radar Security & Audit records and analyzes Office 365 audit data, and provides insight to 

administrators to what’s happening inside their tenant together with advanced filters, and on-event 

alerting. 

• Autopilot enables you to manage both cloud and on-premises environments in one interface. The 

tool streamlines Office 365 administration and allows you to delegate control with increased flexibility 

and security. 

These solutions are built with enterprise environments in mind, no matter the complexity or scale. Full 

information about Quadrotech products can be found on the Quadrotech web site. 

Comments and feedback 
Comments about the content as well as pointers to where little errors might have crept into the text are 

always welcome. Please send your comments, suggestions, and observations to 

BookComments@Office365ITPros.com or post to our Facebook page. 

 

http://www.quadrotech-it.com/
mailto:BookComments@Office365ITPros.com
https://www.facebook.com/Office365itpros
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Chapter 1: An Overview of 

Office 365 
Tony Redmond 

Office 365 is a set of cloud services, sometimes referred to as workloads. Several of the services are versions of 

well-known on-premises products such as Exchange and SharePoint that have been reengineered to run at 

massive scale as part of the Microsoft Cloud. An indication of the scale of the Microsoft Cloud is Microsoft’s 

assertion (June 2019) that it serves a billion users and twenty million businesses. Microsoft has built the newer 

parts of the Office 365 suite, like Teams and Planner from scratch to use the software and data available 

within “the service,” which is how people often refer to Office 365 within Microsoft. Originally launched in 40 

countries in June 2011, Office 365 is now available in over 181 countries around the world. 

A cloud service is a resource delivered over the Internet, including software resources (Software as a service, 

or SaaS) or infrastructure (Infrastructure as a Service, or IaaS). Exchange Online and SharePoint Online, the two 

major workloads within Office 365 are cloud-based services provided to Office 365 tenants. However, as will 

soon become obvious, it is impossible to consider Exchange Online on its own. Office 365 is a very different 

environment to what exists when a company deploys Exchange on-premises. The interconnection and 

interoperability between different workloads is what makes Office 365 special. 

The basic idea behind cloud services is that customers can transfer the responsibility for running workloads on 

servers installed within their own premises to a cloud provider, who then charges a fixed monthly or annual 

fee based on some unit of work, such as a user account or mailbox. To make this possible, companies must 

migrate their workload across the Internet to one or more datacenters run by the cloud provider where 

enough computing, network, and operational capacity exists to handle the workloads generated by hundreds 

of thousands of companies. The value proposition is that the massive economy of scale created by cloud 

providers allows them to deliver the same or better functionality at lower cost than is possible for on-premises 

IT to deliver. As more users move to the cloud, the economics improve even more, which then lets providers 

to enhance and grow their services. 

The investment needed to buy land for datacenters, datacenter construction, acquisition and installation of 

computing resources, power and cooling, and automation of as many operations as possible to provide 

secure access to applications to customers worldwide at a price-competitive point is a venture that can only 

be taken on by companies with very deep pockets. Microsoft is one of those companies. Google and Amazon 

are other examples. Other cloud providers exist, and some deliver the same application services as Microsoft 

does with Office 365. However, they usually run at a regional or national level and compete with the global 

players by being more responsive to local needs, offering more customized services, better access to support, 

or by addressing concerns such as government access to data stored in datacenters controlled by U.S. 

companies. 

Email is a relatively easy workload to transfer to a cloud platform. We have known this for a long time because 

many companies have outsourced Exchange to third parties in a form of "private cloud". The success of 

consumer cloud-based email services like Gmail and Outlook.com also show how far email has come from 

being a service once delivered to a few privileged users to be a utility consumed by over 3.7 billion people 

daily. 

The success of email in making cloud platforms a part of everyday life possibly prompted Microsoft CEO Satya 

Nadella to refer to Exchange as the “gateway drug to the cloud” in October 2014. In making this analogy, 

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/first-microsoft-cloud-regions-in-middle-east-now-available/
http://windowsitpro.com/blog/exchange-gateway-drug-cloud
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Nadella reflected on the history of Exchange and its importance to Microsoft when Exchange 4.0 (1996) was 

the first server application to prove that Windows NT was a suitable enterprise platform. But Office 365 is not 

Exchange and Exchange is not Office 365. In fact, no single application “is” Office 365. The service is the sum 

of the parts and more than the sum of the individual applications. 

The set of Office 365 applications described in this book is current as the time of writing. We make no attempt 

to claim that the list is exhaustive because Office 365 is in a constant state of evolution and development. 

Microsoft introduces new features on an ongoing basis to keep the software “evergreen”. Office 365 flexes 

and evolves to keep pace with the innovation coming from Microsoft’s cloud competitors and to satisfy 

customer demand. A cloud service that stays static is less attractive to its users than one where new updates 

appear all the time. 

This chapter gives an overview of Office 365. Understanding Office 365 is important when it comes to 

knowing its strengths and weaknesses and how a customer can fully exploit the service to move some or all its 

current on-premises workload to Office 365. 

Office 365 Infrastructure 
Attention to detail and absolute adherence to procedure are hallmarks of how Office 365 runs. Without 

attention to detail enforced through automated processes and procedures, it would be impossible to manage 

Office 365 for millions of tenants. Three aspects deserve attention: the degree of automation that exists within 

the service; the attention paid to network events; and the sophisticated methods of monitoring used to detect 

problems. 

Datacenters and Regions 

Office 365 tenants share a single large logical infrastructure composed of hundreds of thousands of servers 

spread across multiple Microsoft datacenters. Figure 1-1 shows the Office 365 datacenter deployment in July 

2019. By its very nature, this picture is incomplete as it does not show some of the infrastructure that is under 

development. In addition, it does not convey the deep investment made to create “edge” network termination 

points set up by Microsoft to bring user traffic quickly into Office 365 from all around the world or the internal 

network that transports Office 365 tenant data between the datacenters. In total, the Microsoft Cloud (Office 

365 and Azure) spans well over 100 datacenters in 54 locations to deliver service in 140 countries, but some 

Microsoft Cloud datacenters do not host Office 365. 

Microsoft organizes the Office 365 datacenters into fifteen regions. The datacenter region selected to host the 

data for new tenants is based on the country (location) selected by the tenant. Since the launch of Office 365 

in 2011, Microsoft has gradually built out the Office 365 datacenter infrastructure with the intention of 

keeping data as local as possible (“in-geo data residency”) to accommodate customer choice and satisfy local 

regulations. Where Office 365 once concentrated service delivery from larger datacenter regions such as 

Western Europe (with datacenters in Ireland, Finland, Austria, and the Netherlands), localized service is now 

available in individual countries like France, Germany, and the U.K. The same is true in Asia-Pacific, where 

Office 365 services come from datacenters in Japan, South Korea, Singapore, Australia, and China. 

One big advantage gained by segmenting tenant workload across multiple datacenter regions is that a fault 

that affects Office 365 in one region seldom spreads to other regions. Known single points of failure that can 

affect multiple regions do exist, but in general, outages are limited to a single region, or even a single 

Exchange Online forest or SharePoint Online farm within a region. 

Apart from the ability to serve large customer populations, natural and economic advantages such as ambient 

temperature (to reduce the need for cooling) or availability of cheap hydro-electric power influence 

datacenter placement. Obviously, security is of prime concern and Microsoft pays great attention to the 

https://products.office.com/en-US/where-is-your-data-located?ms.officeurl=datamaps&geo=All#All
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physical security of the buildings (you will not find large signs proclaiming Office 365 or Microsoft anywhere) 

as well as cyber-security for the data contained within the buildings. 

Because the Office 365 infrastructure is constantly growing and expanding, the live location for tenant data 

also changes. In addition, Microsoft moves workload to rebalance servers across datacenters (within the same 

region) and to make more effective use of available resources. Even though the underlying infrastructure is 

changing all the time, users can continue to work and access their information from anywhere around the 

world. 

Figure 1-1: Office 365 datacenter map (source: Microsoft) 

Co-Location of Consumer and Business Services 

In addition to the Office 365 applications, Microsoft hosts over 400 million Outlook.com users of the 

consumer email service within Office 365 datacenters. Outlook.com mailboxes use Exchange Online with the 

sole difference between the two services being the feature set exposed to users. Outlook.com mailboxes run 

on the same server, storage, and network infrastructure as Exchange Online to take advantage of features like 

Native Data Protection and Exchange Online Protection and the same clients are available for both services. 

Although the same engineering teams support the two services, the functionality in Outlook.com is much less 

comprehensive than that available to even the entry-level Exchange Online plan. However, the two services 

share some features (like the method to connect the Outlook mobile clients) and Microsoft introduces some 

functionality into one service before they decide to do the same for the other. For example, “Sweep” rules first 

appeared in Outlook.com and are now available in OWA, while the calendar and calendar sharing features 

now available in Outlook.com originated in Exchange Online. Taken together, the infrastructure shared by 

Exchange Online and Outlook.com delivers email service to almost 700 million mailboxes. The same approach 

is taken with OneDrive for Business and OneDrive consumer which also share the same infrastructure. 

Number of Office 365 Servers 

As you’d expect, the Office 365 infrastructure is also massive if looked at in terms of the number of individual 

servers running different workloads. The last public figure for Exchange Online is 175,000 mailbox servers 

(September 2018) while that for SharePoint Online is 180,000 servers (May 2019). Add in the servers used for 

Teams, Planner, Yammer, Skype for Business Online, Azure Active Directory, other Azure services, and 

supporting services (Microsoft operations), the number is likely to approach one million physical servers. 
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Current Datacenter Regions 

The Office 365 datacenters listed in Table 1-1 are those that offer core services (Exchange, SharePoint) in the 

current set of datacenter regions. Other services in the Office 365 suite, like Teams and Project Online, might 

also run in these datacenters. In some cases, other datacenters within the region deliver specific services, as in 

North America where the Sway and Planner services run from datacenters in California and Virginia. In others, 

some services or backup for services come from other regions. However, the situation changes over time and 

if you are concerned about data sovereignty, you should check with Microsoft to understand exactly where 

your data are for all applicable applications. Azure Active Directory is another service that can come from 

another region. For instance, the U.K. region uses Azure Active Directory running in EMEA and U.S. 

datacenters. 

Office 365 Region Datacenter Locations Home region for tenants in 

Europe (EMEA) Dublin (Ireland), Amsterdam (The 

Netherlands), Vienna (Austria) and 

Helsinki (Finland).  

Europe and Africa (except the UK, 

France, and Germany) 

United Kingdom London, Cardiff, and Durham United Kingdom 

Germany (in 

partnership with T 

Systems International) 

Frankfurt am Main and Magdeburg Germany 

France Paris and Marseille France 

North America Quincy (Washington), Chicago 

(Illinois), Des Moines (Iowa), 

Cheyenne (Wyoming), Blue Ridge 

(Virginia), San Antonio (Texas), San 

Jose (California) 

North America (except Canada) 

Canada Quebec City and Toronto Canada 

Latin America Campinas, Sao Paolo, Rio de 

Janeiro, Fortaleza (all in Brazil), 

Santiago (Chile) 

Latin America 

Asia Pacific Hong Kong, Singapore, South 

Korea, and Malaysia 

Asia Pacific except China, Japan, South 

Korea, Australia, New Zealand, Fiji, and 

India 

Australia New South Wales and Victoria Australia, New Zealand, and Fiji 

India Mumbai, Pune, and Chennai  India 

Japan Saitama, Tokyo, and Osaka Japan 

South Korea Seoul and Busan South Korea 

Middle East Dubai and Abu Dhabi Middle East 

China (operated by 

21Vianet) 

Shanghai, Beijing, and Hong Kong China 

U.S. Government Des Moines (Iowa) and Boydton 

(Virginia) 

U.S. Government and state agencies 

(includes GCC, GCC High, and DOD) 

Table 1-1: Office 365 Datacenter regions 

Sometimes the country-level regions are called “Go Local,” as in “Go Local Japan” or “Go Local Australia.” This 

name is an internal Microsoft notation that reflects the purpose of country-level regions to keep customer 

data local. You can find more information about the current Office 365 datacenters online. 

New Datacenters 

Once a new datacenter comes online, a sophisticated migration process kicks in to move tenants from other 

datacenters to the new location. The same is true when Microsoft creates a new Office 365 region. For 

instance, after the United Kingdom datacenters came online, some tenants asked to move their work to those 

http://bit.ly/1abYJyT
https://products.office.com/en-us/where-is-your-data-located?geo=All
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datacenters to keep their data remained “in country;” the same happened in France or when Australian and 

New Zealand tenants moved to the Australian datacenters. This work happens behind the scenes (just like 

regular mailbox moves) so that the eventual switchover is fast and painless. Microsoft has a documented 

process to help tenants with specific data residency requirements to ask for their core data to be moved a 

new region after it comes online. 

Creation of a new datacenter region normally means that the datacenter first offers customers the basic Office 

365 workloads (Exchange Online and SharePoint Online). It can take some time before the full suite of 

capabilities is available, including applications (like Teams or Microsoft Planner) and utilities (like the Office 

365 Import Service). 

Microsoft plans to introduce Office 365 datacenter regions in South Africa (Johannesburg and Cape Town), 

Switzerland, and Norway. They have also announced plans to replace the dedicated German sovereign “Black 

Forest” datacenter region with a new datacenter region based in Berlin and Frankfurt to offer Office 365 

services in 2020. 

Workloads Running Within Datacenter Regions 

Microsoft distributes work across the multiple datacenters within a region to protect data against failure. For 

instance, the active-active design for Exchange Online Database Availability Groups (DAGs) means that 

mailbox database copies exist in at least two datacenters within a region. In addition, as Microsoft adds 

datacenters to a region, the opportunity exists to spread database copies to those datacenters. For instance, 

new DAGs built for use by Exchange Online in the Western Europe region might include databases spread 

across the Amsterdam, Dublin, Helsinki, and Vienna datacenters. Spreading data across so many datacenters 

reduces the risk that any individual outage will affect a sizeable number of users. It is something that the 

average on-premises administrator could never contemplate because of the investment needed to build out 

the underlying datacenters and network. 

You can get some insight into the distribution of services across Microsoft’s global datacenter network by 

running the Get-MsolCompanyInformation cmdlet after connecting to Azure Active Directory with PowerShell 

(see Chapter 4 for more information). The cmdlet returns information about the connected tenant and shows 

the location of the services consumed by the tenant. Here is an example: 

[PS] C:\> (Get-MsolCompanyInformation).AuthorizedServiceInstances 

WhiteboardServices/NA001 

DynamicsNAV/NEU 

CRM/EMEA103 

SharePoint/SPOS1186 

AzureAdvancedThreatAnalytics/NA001 

AadAllTenantsNotifications/EUGB06 

BDM/NA026 

To-Do/NA001 

OfficeForms/NA001 

Adallom/NA001 

Deskless/NA001 

MultiFactorService/NA001 

GroupBasedLicensePropagation/NA001 

AADPremiumService/NA001 

TeamspaceAPI/NA001 

ProcessSimple/NA001 

PowerAppsService/NA001 

MicrosoftStream/NA001 

SCO/PROD_MSUB02 

AccessControlService/US 

Sway/NA001 

ProjectWorkManagement/PROD_EU_Org_Ring_150 

PowerBI/EU001 

AzureAnalysis/SDF 

YammerEnterprise/NA001 

WindowsAzure/EMEA001 

http://aka.ms/move
http://aka.ms/move
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DirectoryToCosmos/EU001 

ExchangeOnlineProtection/emea01-03 

MicrosoftOffice/NorthAmerica 

DirectoryToCosmos/D2C001 

RMSOnline/EU 

Metro/NA001 

AccessControlServiceS2S/EU3 

AccessControlServiceS2S/EU2 

AccessControlServiceS2S/EU 

exchange/eurprd04-2 

MicrosoftCommunicationsOnline/Instance03 

The output shows that most of the services run inside the Western Europe region (they have EU or EMEA in 

their names). However, several services like Whiteboard, Multifactor Authentication and Sway run in North 

America (NA). The datacenter region that hosts a specific service is liable to change over time as Microsoft 

deploys new capabilities across its datacenters. 

Another way to understand what datacenter region supports tenant data is to access the Organization Profile 

through the Office 365 Admin Center. Go to the Data Location section and you will see the region for some, 

but not all, of the workloads used by the tenant (Figure 1-2). 

Figure 1-2: Data locations for an Office 365 tenant 

Although Azure Active Directory holds most of the information for tenant accounts and configurations in the 

same datacenter region as a tenant’s Office 365 data, an exception exists in that Microsoft stores five user-

related attributes including the User Principal Name and password hash for tenant accounts in the U.S. This is 

to make sure that authentication can happen as quickly as possible, no matter where in the world a user is 

located. For more information on this topic, see Microsoft’s support article on the situation for European 

customers. 

Sovereign Clouds 

A sovereign cloud is an Office 365 datacenter region that exists because Microsoft must meet specific 

requirements imposed by the target customer base or geography. Three sovereign clouds currently run inside 

Office 365. The U.S. government cloud (GCC) is a special datacenter region to meet the specific security needs 

of U.S. government and state authorities; the other two are China and Germany. The other datacenter regions, 

or clouds, are general-purpose in that these regions serve customers from any country and any industry in the 

coverage area. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/fundamentals/active-directory-data-storage-eu
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Depending on country-specific requirements, Microsoft tailors the Office 365 software to meet local 

regulations and customer needs. Some software running in the general-purpose regions is unavailable and 

some changed. For example, customers must enable modern authentication to connect to Office 365 

Germany (also known as “Black Forest”) and functionality such as Azure Information Protection, Teams, and 

Outlook for iOS is not supported. In addition, license costs per user are higher for Office 365 Germany than 

they are for users served by the Office 365 Western Europe datacenter. 

The original decision to deploy a dedicated German datacenter region managed by T-Systems International in 

the role of data trustee solved a problem for Microsoft in 2015. German companies were rightly concerned 

about data residency and the notion that their information might be under the control of a U.S. company. 

Using a data trustee to manage services based in Germany addressed the issue, but the combination of higher 

costs and reduced functionality contributed to Microsoft’s decision in August 2018 to stop offering service 

from the sovereign German region to new tenants and replace it with a new datacenter region for German 

tenants. Black Forest customers will migrate to either the new German datacenter region or to the EMEA 

region. 

Multi-Geo Office 365 

Tenants can choose to distribute Exchange Online, SharePoint Online, OneDrive for Business, and Office 365 

Groups workloads across different Office 365 regions (multi-geo). This means that the tenant has a home 

region (known as the “central geo”) where most of their workload runs, and one or more satellite geos. Sites 

including team, communication, and hub sites, created by distributed users are provisioned in their assigned 

geo-location (otherwise known as the PDL, or “preferred data location”). Microsoft says that they are 

exploring how to add multi-geo capabilities to other Office 365 applications. 

The normal use case for multi-geo is an international company that needs to satisfy data sovereignty 

requirements. For example, a U.S. company might have an EMEA subsidiary. Due to the sensitive nature of the 

work done in EMEA, the company does not want to store the data in the U.S., as would be normal. With multi-

geo, they can choose to have user data for the supported workloads stored in-region. 

Behind the scenes, once a tenant is enabled for multi-geo, Microsoft will transfer the data belonging to the 

selected users to the satellite geos. During this process, users continue to work as normal until the transfer is 

complete, at which point they switch over. Cross-region synchronization within the tenant’s Azure Active 

Directory instance ensures that all the users within the tenant see a single worldwide picture and can continue 

to share work with colleagues without hindrance. The only thing that changes is the location of user data. 

Multi-geo capabilities are not a solution to poor network performance. Some people assume that this is the 

case because “the data is closer to the users.” This is a fallacy because, in most cases, poor network 

performance is due to issues such as lack of bandwidth or other problems in the link connecting users to 

Microsoft or poor routing inside the tenant’s internal network. Once inside Microsoft’s datacenter network, 

traffic flows from region to region very quickly and users do not see a difference when they move to a local 

region. 

Multi-geo is available for most general-purpose Office 365 datacenter regions except Latin America and 

France. It is not available for the sovereign clouds. Tenants must have more than 5,000 subscribed Office 365 

users before they qualify for multi-geo. Additional monthly fees of $2 per user are payable for a multi-geo 

tenant. The fees cover the connection of the base workloads to different datacenter regions. Because of the 

extra cost, it is likely that only multinational companies with complex data sovereignty needs and relatively 

large numbers of users will be interested in multi-geo capabilities. For more information, see the multi-geo 

home page. 

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/mt793278.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/mt793278.aspx
https://products.office.com/en-us/business/multi-geo-capabilities
https://products.office.com/en-us/business/multi-geo-capabilities
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Tenant Domains 

Individual client companies that use Office 365 are tenants of the service. Each tenant occupies a subdomain 

within the overall Office 365 infrastructure. You can think of a tenant domain as the container for the 

company within Office 365 and the domain is a sub-domain under the onmicrosoft.com root. For example, 

the Contoso company might run a tenant domain called contoso.onmicrosoft.com. Each user then has a 

separate identifier associated with the tenant domain used to sign in (or connect) to Office 365 and as their 

email address. Thus, I might use TRedmond@contoso.onmicrosoft.com to log on to Office 365. 

Companies wishing to use Office 365 usually have a domain registered in the Internet Domain Name Service 

(DNS) and want to continue to use that domain with Office 365. You can assign user identifiers that belong to 

your “old” (or “vanity”) domain and use those identifiers to log onto Office 365 or for mail routing. For 

instance, if my old domain name was contoso.com, I confirm the domain with Office 365 and associate it with 

my tenant domain and then change the DNS pointers so that traffic intended for contoso.com goes to Office 

365. Within Office 365, that traffic goes to the correct tenant domain, including user sign-ins with addresses 

belonging to the new Office 365 tenant, and all is well. 

Office 365 does not really care what name you give to a tenant. You can always use a “vanity domain” for 

external-facing email addresses and have Exchange route messages sent to those addresses to the right 

tenant. However, other parts of Office 365 like SharePoint Online surface tenant names in the URLs and other 

components that they use, so some care and attention is necessary to ensure that the tenant name you use is 

the right one for your company. 

Directories and Identities 

Office 365 supports both cloud-pure and hybrid (cloud/on-premises) environments. A key aspect of the 

support is the ability to reliably authenticate user accounts with Office 365 and on-premises applications. To 

enable this to happen, a variety of directories and other tools are used to provision, store, maintain, and 

synchronize identities to be used by Office 365. 

Azure Active Directory is the cornerstone of Microsoft’s cloud identity story and acts as the source of authority 

for cloud user accounts. In hybrid deployments, where the on-premises Active Directory is always the master 

directory, Azure Active Directory is synchronized with Active Directory to form a seamless view of user 

accounts and configuration data drawn from both environments. The tool used for this purpose is AAD 

Connect. 

Many of the applications running inside Office 365 have the need to store information that is specific to their 

operation. For instance, Exchange Online uses EXODS, its own directory store, to hold information about 

public folders that are not mail-enabled. These objects exist only inside Exchange Online and are irrelevant to 

the other workloads, so there is no reason to store information about them in Azure Active Directory. The 

same logic applies to workload-specific objects and configuration data used by SharePoint Online (SPODS), 

Skype for Business Online (LYODS), and Teams. Chapter 3 presents a comprehensive discussion about the 

directories used by Office 365 and the different forms of identities (on-premises, cloud, and hybrid). 

Licenses 

Every active user in a tenant needs an Office 365 subscriber license, which defines the functionality available 

to the user. A tenant can buy a mixture of licenses and assign those licenses to users who need various levels 

of functionality. For example, some users might only need kiosk licenses that allow browser access to 

applications while others need licenses that include the Office desktop applications and sophisticated Teams 

calling plans. Both sets of licenses exist quite happily within the tenant and administrators can move licenses 

between users based on the available license pool. 
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Office 365 also includes a category called “inactive mailboxes” that do not need a license. The idea here is that 

you can mark a user as inactive after they have left the company to be able to keep their mailbox data online 

and available to others until you have had the opportunity to transfer the information to “live” (licensed) 

accounts. Service accounts such as those used to manage tenants also do not need licenses. 

Office 365 Trial Tenants 

You can set up an Office 365 trial and test it for up to a month without payment. This is a practical way to try 

out the functionality available under a plan and decide whether it is a good fit for your company. It is also an 

excellent method to allow administrators to become accustomed to managing an Office 365 tenant as they 

can make as many changes to settings as they like without running the risk of impacting users. You can 

transform a trial tenant into a production tenant if you want, but in most cases, it is best to start over and 

treat the trial as a sandbox that can be discarded when no longer needed. For this reason, never use a 

corporate domain name for an Office 365 trial. 

Automation 

Today’s Office 365 uses a sophisticated workflow engine called “Central Admin” (CA) that is capable of 

handling more than a hundred million workflow tasks per month. The idea is to automate the common tasks 

needed to keep services running as much as possible to remove the possibility that human error will 

compromise systems. The need to avoid human mistakes in the management of cloud systems is seen in the 

DNS error that interrupted Office 365 service in September 2011 and the command typo that knocked out 

part of the Amazon Web Services infrastructure in March 2017. A smoothly functioning workflow engine also 

achieves a reliable and robust throughput of actions across the system. Tasks are defined to CA in the form of 

scripted workflows in either C# or PowerShell. CA is then responsible for the execution of scheduled tasks to 

perform actions such as server deployment, database rebalancing within a DAG, and so on. More complex 

tasks such as the addition of new capacity to the service still needs some human intelligence and planning, 

but the application of a structured model and great attention to detail has enabled Microsoft to reduce the 

time necessary to complete even very complex tasks down from weeks to days. 

Office 365 servers use a standardized design which Microsoft has shared through OpenCompute.org. This 

does not mean that the same components are used every time, as this would be impossible in an industry 

where components change often. However, it does mean that a server will have the same general 

characteristics (CPU, disk, memory) and that software is installed in the same way on all servers of a specific 

type. Low-cost components such as JBOD arrays allow Microsoft to increase the storage available to tenants 

while still being market competitive. It also means that servers are built from modules to eliminate cabling. 

Everything is optimized for mass production and servers are integrated into racks at the factory and shipped 

to the datacenter ready to be plugged in and brought online. 

Exchange is a good example of an application where sustained engineering investment has delivered huge 

improvements in performance and made cloud economics possible. Levering the huge reduction in 

Exchange’s disk demands since Exchange 2003, JBOD SATA drives are used throughout Office 365 to deliver 

cost-effective storage. Using these disks implies a risk of a higher failure rate than the more expensive 

"enterprise-class" drives often found in corporate datacenters and indeed, across Office 365, hard disk failures 

are the most common event of the more than ten thousand hardware events that are handled monthly. The 

low cost of storage and Exchange’s performance profile makes it possible for Microsoft to offer Office 365 

enterprise users a basic 100 GB mailbox quota and auto-expanding archives, and to hold a mass of non-user 

data (such as information about Files usage) in mailboxes. Without low-cost storage, the monthly subscription 

to an Office 365 enterprise plan would be much dearer. 

Software helps to insulate users from the effect of hardware failures. For instance, Exchange’s Active Manager 

will failover a database to a new server quickly if a disk problem is detected. It will also create a new copy of 

http://www.alphr.com/news/enterprise/369790/microsoft-cloud-service-office-365-falls-over-again
https://www.cnet.com/news/aws-s3-service-disruption-a-typo-blew-up-part-of-the-internet-tuesday/
https://www.cnet.com/news/aws-s3-service-disruption-a-typo-blew-up-part-of-the-internet-tuesday/
http://bit.ly/1ub8W7Q
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the failed database using the autoreseed feature if replacement disks are available. Across the entire Office 

365 fabric, a CA workflow called “RepairBox” constantly checks for hardware failures and will open support 

tickets automatically if an issue is detected like a failed disk. A technician can then replace the failed disk (no 

attempt is made to fix the disk). The same workflow monitors servers for inconsistencies in their state to 

detect and fix problems with configurations. 

Even with such a sophisticated and smooth-running automatic support infrastructure, Office 365 still runs into 

some problems. For instance, “stragglers” are servers that run out-of-date software versions that might deliver 

an inconsistent service to users. Office 365 is in a constant state of server refresh to introduce new software 

builds that have new features. As such, with so many servers and so many updates, it is expected that some 

server updates do not happen as well as they should, which is the usual reason why a straggler exists. 

Networks 

Given that Office 365 is a cloud service, it should come as no surprise that network is its most precious 

resource. Without enough high-quality bandwidth, users will be unable to connect to Office 365, migrations 

cannot transfer data from on-premises servers, and hybrid connectivity will not work. Microsoft does not 

control the backbone used by tenants to connect their internal networks to Office 365 as the links making up 

the backbone are managed by a large set of Internet Service Providers (ISPs) around the world. Although the 

Internet was originally designed to survive a nuclear holocaust, local failures caused by cable problems, ISP 

datacenter issues, and hardware failure can all prevent access to Office 365. 

Microsoft cannot control the Internet, but it can control traffic flow within the network that connects all the 

Office 365 datacenters. That network is dedicated and tightly controlled and monitored. Dark fibre optical 

connections link the datacenters together to ensure maximum data flow across the network. Automatic 

redundancy is deployed so that a temporary outage is contained and automatically addressed. Everything that 

can be done to ensure that the service is maintained is done, but even so, like all cloud services, the SLA 

delivered by Office 365 can only be guaranteed at the boundary of the cloud provider’s datacenters as 

defined by the edge servers that handle inbound and outbound traffic for Office 365. 

Monitoring 

With so many servers in use, it should come as no surprise that Office 365 generates a reasonable number of 

signals relating to server and application operations. Microsoft built a “Data Insights Engine” using Azure and 

SQL Azure to process more than 500 million events generated per hour. The events are aggregated and 

analyzed to understand how the overall service is running and to detect problems with individual 

components.  

The general approach is that if a problem is reported by many entities or different signals, then it must be 

true. By depending on signals from multiple resources you can get close to 100% fidelity when it comes to the 

automatic detection of problems, or “Red Alerts” as they are known within Office 365. In addition, by 

analyzing signals from diverse sources, Office 365 can focus on where the root cause of the problem is likely 

to be with a high degree of accuracy and this, in turn, allows automatic recovery actions to be launched with a 

high degree of confidence that they will fix the problem. Taking a data-driven and analytic approach to the 

detection and resolution of problems is key to being able to run at scale. 

In addition to its signal processing engine, Office 365 also uses much simpler techniques to know when 

something might be going wrong. For instance, if a spike in page views occurs for the Service Health 

Dashboard, it is likely that customers are checking the dashboard to know whether a problem exists with one 

of the applications running in the service. Such a spike can often be correlated with an output from the signal 

processing engine but sometimes it leads to a discovery of a problem that is identified by human beings. The 

characteristics of that problem can then be captured as a recognizable scenario for future automatic 

identification and resolution. It is also important to say that signals used to identify issues are both active 
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(those generated by specific events) and passive (those generated by servers and users during normal work). 

A process of triangulation is used to spot abnormalities between the two sets that can point to a developing 

problem. As in all knowledge, learning how to measure the pulse of Office 365 and figure out what is normal 

and what’s not is an evolving art that requires great dedication and ongoing observation by both automated 

systems and humans.   

A Constant State of Change 

The software running inside Office 365 is under constant development and Microsoft introduces new features 

on an ongoing and consistent basis. The changes range from tweaks to the web-based interface to the 

introduction of a completely new feature that changes the behavior of an application. This is a major 

difference between the traditional on-premises model where new software releases often appear on an 

annual release cycle that customers can then factor into carefully-planned “change windows”. Becoming 

accustomed to the pace of change within Office 365 can be quite a challenge for those used to the older way 

of deploying software updates but it is the method employed by most major cloud services. 

In August 2015, Microsoft announced that over 450 updates had been made to Office 365 in the preceding 

year. With so much change happening inside Office 365, it can be a problem for tenants to understand what 

might happen next. The problem is compounded if you use other Microsoft 365 components such as 

Enterprise Mobility and Security. 

The best way for administrators to know what Microsoft is working on is to keep an eye on the online 

Microsoft 365 Roadmap (Figure 1-3), which includes features coming to Office 365, Enterprise Mobility and 

Security, and Windows 10. Although the roadmap sometimes misses an update and you always must keep 

your eyes peeled on what appears in the service to detect some new functionality, Microsoft refreshes the 

roadmap regularly and its contents are comprehensive enough to allow tenants to plan for new functionality. 

Microsoft organizes the Microsoft 365 roadmap into the following sections: 

• Launched: Features that Microsoft has deployed to all applicable customers. 

• Rolling Out: Features that Microsoft is deploying across Office 365. As you can imagine with such a 

massive infrastructure, it can take some weeks to deploy new software to every server running in 

every datacenter around the world. Microsoft usually posts to the Office blog to inform customers 

about new features when they begin the roll-out process. The appearance of a blog post is no 

guarantee that a new feature will show up in a specific tenant anytime soon as this depends on 

whether the new feature belongs to the set available in the plans the tenant uses, the length of time 

that the feature spends in Targeted Release (previously First Release) status, and the time taken for 

Microsoft to deploy the feature to all applicable tenants after it reached standard release status. 

• In Development: Features that Microsoft has announced are under development. Microsoft does not 

commit to deliver any of the features listed here as reasons might emerge to change or cancel a 

feature before the code reaches tenants. 

Each roadmap item has a feature identifier (in the form Feature ID 61652). You can match the feature identifier 

against change notifications announced in the Message Center, part of the Office 365 Admin Center (see 

Chapter 4), where a notification includes text such as “This message is associated with Office 365 Roadmap ID 

61652”. In addition, each item is dated to tell you when Microsoft added it to the roadmap, when the new 

functionality should be available, and when Microsoft last modified the information for the item. 

It is important to understand that the roadmap gives general guidance as to what might change in the future. 

The Message Center is a more authoritative view of new developments that apply to your tenant. Roadmap 

items give a glimpse into the future, but they might not be available for six months or more. Once a 

development shows up in the Message Center, it’s more likely to appear in the following few weeks, meaning 

that it is time to prepare for change. 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/roadmap
http://bit.ly/16iCXY3
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Figure 1-3: The Microsoft 365 roadmap 

You can apply filters to the roadmap to show updates for specific products (for instance, Exchange Online or 

SharePoint Online). Using filters to navigate the roadmap is useful as the sheer number of documented 

changes can be overwhelming at first glance. Filters also allow you to zero in on functionality that is most 

important to your company. This includes application level features (for example, OneNote or Outlook), 

service-level features (for example, Exchange Online or SharePoint Online), and even sector capabilities (for 

example, features due for delivery in the U.S. Government GCC sovereign cloud). 

The roadmap supports a download facility, meaning that you can apply filters to find the set of information 

you’re interested in and then download details of those features to a CSV file, which you can process later 

with Excel or load into Power BI for further analysis. 

Command and Control 

Office 365 is a massive machine that moves forward at its own pace. Thanks to the roadmap, we know a lot 

more about what Microsoft is working on for the future than we did in the first few years, but even so, you 

cannot get away from the fact that customers cede an enormous amount of control to Microsoft when they 

use Office 365. You accept that Office 365 will provide you with a wide range of functionality, but you don’t 

get to vote what functionality is exposed to users or when changes show up. It just happens. This is a very 

different experience to the careful control that most IT departments exercise over the computer systems use 

in-house. 

Most of the time this is not a problem and users like to find that new features continually appear. Google 

proved the attractiveness of an evolving interface to end users when it kept Gmail in what seemed to be 

perpetual beta for many years. Even now, new features appear all the time in Gmail and Google Apps, so 

Microsoft is simply keeping pace with its competition when it seeks to refresh Office 365 on a frequent basis. 

However, dealing with a rapid update cadence can be problematic in the following ways: 

• User support: Two broad categories of users exist – people who access Office 365 through desktop 

applications and seldom make use of the web-based applications such as SharePoint and Planner and 

those who use a browser. In some cases, you don’t have a choice because some applications only 

have a browser interface. Many Exchange users prefer Outlook because it allows them to continue 

working when offline. To some degree, Outlook insulates users from the ongoing changes that occur 

within the service. New features only appear when a new version of Outlook is installed and even the 

“click-to-run” version of Outlook is slow to introduce the user interface necessary to support new 
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functionality. On the other hand, those who use OWA to interact with Exchange Online might see new 

features show up on an ongoing basis. Every change in a user interface creates a potential flow of 

calls to local IT support as users seek information about why the change occurred and what it means 

to them. This is a very different mode of working to the normal carefully-controlled and planned 

change management practiced by corporate IT departments. On the other hand, Outlook is based on 

an old architecture now and more modern desktop clients, like Teams, have auto-update capabilities 

which mean that they pick up new functionality as soon as Microsoft releases it. 

• Administration: Those who manage an Office 365 tenant work mostly through a set of web portals 

such as the Office 365 Admin Center, SharePoint Online Admin Center, and Teams Admin Center. 

Microsoft updates and refreshes these portals over time to accommodate new applications and 

features, or for their own purposes like the move to bring services under the Microsoft 365 brand. In 

addition to the web portals, administrators can use PowerShell or Graph-based tools to manage 

applications. Keeping up to date with the release of these features and learning how to manage them 

with the available tools (also usually dependent on whatever Microsoft provides) can be a challenge 

for tenant administrators. 

• IT management: The role of IT management in an on-premises environment is well understood. They 

accept needs and requirements from the business and work out how best to meet these requests in 

line with available budget, the current IT infrastructure, and the knowledge and experience available 

to the company. The business will continue to generate needs and requirements and Office 365 is 

now one of the ways that the requests can be satisfied. The big difference is that IT management 

must accept whatever functionality is available in Office 365. The task of matching need and capability 

is easy if a good match is available within Office 365. Things become a little trickier when functionality 

changes, as a decision to invest in an on-premises solution or to buy in software from another 

provider might be undermined if Microsoft decides to offer equivalent functionality in Office 365. 

The issues listed above are less important to small companies than they are to large companies who tend to 

have well-entrenched methods to control the introduction of new technology. In the same way, new 

companies usually embrace new technology faster than older companies do. A further consideration comes 

from the employee mix, where younger employees are more accustomed to rapid change than their older 

peers are. 

Apart from preparing IT Support staff with information about new changes so that they can respond to user 

queries, it’s hard to manage how functionality flexes and changes within the service because of its rapid 

release cadence. One method that IT departments have successfully to help manage the interaction between 

Office 365 and end users is to appoint an Office 365 change coordinator. This role is to monitor changes, 

collect information about the changes, and make sure that the information about the changes gets to the 

right people in a form that makes sense to them and can be used (whenever possible) by the business to gain 

advantage. Microsoft’s Office 365 Roadmap is a prime source of information for this person but they should 

not limit their scan for information about Office 365 to Microsoft. A wealth of tips and advice exists across 

blogs, social networks, and conferences that needs to be mined to form a complete picture of what is going 

on within Office 365 at any point in time. And that picture has then to be placed into context with the 

business goals and needs of the company so that the information is best used. 

Office 365 Plans 
Microsoft sells several plans for Office 365, each specifying the exact functionality that is available to users 

and administrators. Details of the current plans are available online and range from the cheapest and least 

functional that are targeted at individual professionals and small companies right up to the enterprise 

versions that include the fullest range of functionality. Even the cheapest Office 365 plan is highly functional 

and includes access to email, SharePoint document libraries, and Skype communications. 

https://products.office.com/en-us/business/office-365-roadmap
https://products.office.com/en-ie/business/compare-office-365-for-business-plans
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Some have accused Microsoft applying the Office 365 brand too liberally with the result that they confuse 

customers about just what Office 365 really means. In the context of this book, Office 365 does not mean 

Office 365 Home, a subscription-based service to allow people to run the latest version of the Office desktop 

applications on their Windows or Mac computers. Instead, we discuss the set of cloud-enabled server 

applications running in Microsoft datacenters that users access via the internet. The applications include 

Exchange Online, SharePoint Online, Skype for Business Online, and Yammer, as well offerings that are not 

available in on-premises versions such as Teams and Planner. 

Users see the applications included in the plan assigned to their account when they open the Office 365 

portal. Figure 1-4 shows an example of the Office 365 home page, tailored for individual users to show the 

applications which they use most often along with a list of recently-accessed documents. Because the user has 

some administrative access, the applications listed include Admin. Office 365 customizes the portal to show 

applications the user recently accessed. The full set of applications is available through the Explore all your 

apps link. 

Figure 1-4: The Office 365 portal for a user 

Accessibility: Microsoft’s Office division has a program in place to make its software more accessible to 

the disabled. Office 365 is part of this program and ongoing efforts exist to improve usability for people 

who have vision, hearing, learning, and literacy impairments. For more information on this topic, see the 

Office Mechanics video. 

Service Families 

Microsoft divides Office 365 into a set of service families, each of which splits into the plans sold to customers. 

Plans dictate the functionality available to users. Table 1-2 lists the service families and plans available as at 

July 2019. 

  

https://products.office.com/en-ie/office-365-home
https://www.office.com/
https://www.office.com/
http://bit.ly/1SKuRJL
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Office 365 Service Family Available Plans 

Office 365 Business 

Available for up to a maximum of 300 users. 

Office 365 Business Essentials 

Office 365 Business Premium 

Enterprise 

Available for an unlimited number of users. 

Office 365 Enterprise E1 

Office 365 Enterprise E3 

Office 365 Enterprise E5 

Office 365 Enterprise F1 (first-line worker). 

Education 

Available for an unlimited number of users 

Office 365 Education 

Nonprofit Office 365 Nonprofit 

Government 

Available for an unlimited number of users 

Office 365 Government E1 

Office 365 Government E3 

Office 365 Government E5 

Office 365 Government F1 

Office 365 by 21Vianet See this page for information about the plans available 

in China. 

Office 365 Germany See this page for more information. 

Table 1-2: Office 365 Service Families and plans 

The exact plans available in specific markets vary from country to country, as does the pricing. Sometimes 

differences in tax regimes drive the price charged by Microsoft in a certain country and sometimes the 

competitive landscape within the country is the primary influence. Customers buy licenses for plans based on 

their appropriateness, status, and availability. For instance, you can only buy the Office 365 Education plan if 

your organization is a recognized university or another educational establishment. Likewise, the nonprofit plan 

is only available to organizations that meet Microsoft’s criteria to have nonprofit status. Microsoft process 

education and nonprofit plans at a large discount compared to the enterprise plans. 

The Government plans are available in the United States and are broadly like the corresponding enterprise 

plans. However, new applications invariably take longer to show up in the government plans because of the 

need to meet federal requirements for cloud services. Teams is a good example. Despite being generally 

available to enterprise customers since March 2017, Teams is only available to tenants in the U.S. Government 

Cloud (GCC) since July 17, 2018. Even then, some other Office 365 components used by Teams (like Stream) 

are not yet qualified for GCC and are therefore unavailable for use with Teams inside GCC. 

Microsoft targets Office 365 Business at small enterprises and includes the basic applications (Exchange 

Online, SharePoint Online, OneDrive for Business, Teams, Skype for Business, Groups, Sway, and Planner). The 

difference between the business and enterprise plans is in the detail and depth of the functionality rather than 

the individual server applications. For example, if you need access to the widest range of compliance features, 

you need to buy the enterprise plans because those plans include that functionality. The assumption here is 

that individual professionals or small companies probably do not need quite the full range of compliance 

features. 

A challenge that exists when writing about Office 365 plans is that they flex and change over time to reflect 

competitive pressures, new offerings, and new markets. The best idea for anyone considering a move to Office 

365 is to do some Internet research to discover what plans Microsoft offers in your geography and what 

monthly price applies per user. You also need to figure out whether you qualify for an academic, education, or 

non-profit variant of a plan as the pricing for these plans usually come with a large discount. And if you work 

for a government agency, you might find that you qualify to buy the government version of Office 365. 

Office 365 is not always Office 365: The power of marketing means that the Office 365 name is applied 

to several Microsoft offerings. This book is about Office 365 for business and not Office 365 Home (a five-

https://products.office.com/zh-cn/business/compare-office-365-for-business-plans
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/admin/admin-overview/learn-about-office-365-germany?view=o365-worldwide
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/Microsoft-Teams-Blog/Microsoft-Teams-will-be-available-July-17-for-the-US-Government/ba-p/209976
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user license for the Office desktop applications) or Office 365 Personal (a one-user license for the Office 

desktop applications). 

 

Sometimes the way Microsoft marketing comingles data points about Office products generates some 

confusion. For instance, at BUILD 2016, Microsoft said that users make 3 billion minutes of Skype calls a 

daily. No breakdown was given between calls made using Skype for Business, Skype for Business Online, 

and Skype consumer. Likewise, when Microsoft talks about 1.2 billion Office users, these are people who 

use the Office desktop application suite or its derivations (like Office for iOS) and has nothing really to do 

with Office 365 except that some Office 365 licenses include the ability to use the Office desktop suite. 

Lies, damned lies, and statistics… 

The Functionality in Office 365 Enterprise Plans 

The Office 365 enterprise plans are the major subject of this book. A range of these plans are available. 

Although E1 is the cheapest plan, it still includes the fundamental collaboration capabilities offered by 

Exchange, SharePoint, and Skype for Business. The E5 plan is the most expensive and includes features that 

every user might not need or want to use, like Office 365 Client Access Security and Advanced eDiscovery. 

However, instead of forcing tenants to use the same plan for every account, you can mix and match plans by 

buying pools of licenses for the different plans and then assign the most suitable license to the right users. 

Table 1-3 compares the basic E1 plan against the higher-end E3 and E5 plans to illustrate the difference in 

functionality that grows as the price of plans increase. All plans offer a wide range of functionality, including 

Exchange Online, SharePoint Online, OneDrive for Business, and Teams. The obvious differences between the 

E1 and E3 plans are the lack of access to Office desktop apps, the compliance features (mailbox holds, data 

loss prevention, information protection and encryption, and so on). The E5 plan introduces functionality such 

as Advanced Threat Protection, Office 365 Cloud App Security, Advanced eDiscovery, and the voice 

communications features that allow companies to replace traditional PBXs. The Microsoft 365 E3 and E5 plans 

include Office 365 E3 and E5 respectively. The Microsoft 365 E3 and E5 plans also include Windows 10 

Enterprise and Enterprise Mobility and Security. 

Feature Enterprise E1 

$8/month 

Enterprise E3 

$20/month 

Enterprise E5 

$35/month 

Office Online (web versions of Word, Excel, etc.) Yes Yes Yes 

Office for smartphones and tablets (up to 5 installs 

per user on each of PCs/Macs, tablets, and phones) 

No Yes Yes 

Office Pro Plus (click to run Office desktop 

applications) 

No Yes Yes 

“Basic” Exchange email functionality (mail and 

calendars) 

Yes Yes Yes 

Advanced Exchange email functionality (archiving, 

legal hold, unlimited storage, Data Loss Prevention) 

No Yes Yes 

Skype for Business Online  Yes Yes Yes 

SharePoint Online (team sites) Yes Yes Yes 

OneDrive for Business File Storage and Sharing Yes Yes Yes 

Yammer Corporate Social Network Yes Yes Yes 

Microsoft Stream (Plan 2) Yes Yes Yes 

Delve Yes Yes Yes 

Basic management (including PowerShell) Yes Yes Yes 

Enterprise management (web portals) No Yes Yes 

Rolling updates Yes Yes Yes 

Azure Information Protection (rights management) No Yes Yes 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compare-all-microsoft-365-plans
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Security and Compliance (auditing, search, 

eDiscovery) 

Yes Yes Yes 

MyAnalytics No Yes Yes 

Advanced eDiscovery No No Yes 

Audio Conferencing No No Yes 

Modern voice with Phone system No No Yes 

Advanced Threat Protection (for email) No No Yes 

Office 365 Cloud App Security No No Yes 

Advanced Data Governance No No Yes 

FastTrack onboarding service (for qualifying 

customers) 

Yes Yes Yes 

Workflow automation with Flow Yes Yes Yes 

Table 1-3: Comparing functionality across Office 365 Enterprise Plans 

Cheaper web-only (Office 365 F1 or Exchange Online K1) plans are also available to accommodate deskless 

workers or those who use a shared PC. These plans include email and web-based versions of the Office 

applications. Mailbox sizes are smaller than other plans (2 GB) and cannot have archives but are large enough 

to meet the needs of many users. Apart from an Exchange Online mailbox, the F1 plan includes Skype for 

Business, Teams, 2 GB of OneDrive for Business storage, Yammer, Sway, and Microsoft Stream. 

Office 365 is flexible when it comes to altering the number and type of licenses that a tenant owns. Each user 

has a separate license, so you can mix and match license types within a tenant. The flexibility in licensing 

means that you can increase or reduce capacity as the number of users grows or declines over time. It also 

allows you to create a customized mix of licenses in a pool for allocation to users based on their needs. For 

example, a company of 10,000 users might have some people who only need intermittent access to email and 

never join online meetings. Kiosk (front-line worker) plans might satisfy these users while the enterprise plans 

serve other users better. Even within the enterprise plans you might have a division between users who only 

need basic (E1) functionality and those who need the more extended variety (E3). In some cases, the need for 

compliance features will drive the choice between E1 and E3 while factors such as the need to replace an old 

PBX or the desire to use advanced security and threat management functionality will convince tenants to 

upgrade to E5. 

Microsoft publishes Service Descriptions and comparisons to guide customers through the functionality 

available in the current Office 365 plans. As in all negotiations, before you can decide what Office 365 plan is 

right for your company, you need to understand what functionality you need now, what might be necessary in 

the future, and the features that you do not need. Once you know the functionality you need, you can discuss 

licensing requirements and pricing with Microsoft. An independent and more graphical way to view the 

different applications available in Office 365 plans is available in the Periodic Table of Office 365. 

Remember that the details of plans change over time, even within specific features. For example, Microsoft 

recently moved the MyAnalytics and Stream Plan 2 features from the E5 plan to E3. Even if your selected plan 

is still offered by Microsoft, it is sensible to use the annual subscription renewal cycle as a reminder to check 

the functionality offered in the various plans and confirm which plan is best for your organization. Microsoft 

introduces new features and applications into Office 365 on an ongoing basis. The plan you decided was best 

two years ago might not be the best plan now. 

Dedicated Office 365: When Microsoft began to offer cloud services on a commercial basis, some larger 

companies declined to consider the idea of sharing resources in a multi-tenant deployment. The idea was 

that if the customer had dedicated hardware and network resources, they would have a better guarantee 

of performance and robustness. In addition, because customers had dedicated resources, those companies 

could exert more control over the software configuration and updates. Microsoft duly obliged and offered 

dedicated Office 365 plans to large companies. Over time, Office 365 proved that it is possible to deliver 

http://bit.ly/1uZmI8K
https://products.office.com/en-us/business/compare-more-office-365-for-business-plans
https://app.jumpto365.com/
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the kind of SLA demanded by large companies, even in a multi-tenant environment and it became harder 

and harder to justify the added cost and complexity needed to run the dedicated environments. Microsoft 

has now deemphasized dedicated Office 365 and is moving customers to the standard multi-tenant 

environment as quickly as it can. Due to contractual arrangements, this process will take years to complete. 

Adding Cost to Office 365 

Microsoft is not a charitable organization and it is in their interest to sell as much of their cloud services to 

customers as they can. The likely sources of added revenue for Microsoft are: 

• Convincing customers to use higher-priced plans. For example, selling the E5 plan for use by a certain 

segment of the user base. 

• Selling plan add-ons. If customers do not want to buy a higher-priced plan, they might be able to buy 

specific functionality through an Office 365 add-on. 

• Expanding to include other cloud services. Office 365 includes basic access to Azure Active Directory 

and you might like to buy premium licenses to increase the overall security of the tenant and add 

functionality through features such as conditional access policies, group access reviews, group 

expiration policies, and password write-back to an on-premises directory used in hybrid deployments. 

The same is true of mobile device management, which you can perform at a basic level through the 

ActiveSync management tools built into Exchange Online but is easier and more functional when you 

deploy the Enterprise Mobility and Security suite. An alternate to buying separate plans is to upgrade 

to Microsoft 365 to take advantage of the bundled price for Office 365, Enterprise Mobility and 

Security, and Windows 10. 

Opting to buy options can increase a tenant’s monthly bill by a large amount. On the other hand, if the 

functionality is needed and it enables you to decommission older systems (especially on-premises servers), 

then the cost might be justified. Increased security is also an important factor to consider when users depend 

on internet connectivity to cloud systems. What is clear is that it is important that customers figure out the 

most effective set of licenses for Office 365 and other Microsoft cloud offerings by balancing cost versus 

functionality. When a tenant is operational, you can monitor what functionality is used and what is not, where 

added software might be needed, and keep a wary eye on the available pool of purchased licenses to ensure 

that you do not pay monthly fees for unused licenses. 

Plan Add-ons 

The Office 365 plans include lots of functionality but sometimes you need just a little bit more. For example, 

assume that you license the E3 plan for everyone, but the activity of some accounts might need to be 

monitored by Office 365 Cloud App Security, which is part of the E5 plan. You could simply buy some E5 

licenses and assign the licenses to those accounts, but it is sometimes possible to buy the specific feature 

through a plan add-on. If this is the case, it is usually cheaper to buy exactly what you need rather than to 

upgrade to the next plan. To discover what add-ons are available to you, click Purchase Services in the 

Billing section of the Office 365 Admin portal, which brings you to the service catalog. You can then select 

whatever add-on you need and decide how many licenses to buy. Add-ons are licensed and charged for on a 

per-user, per month basis. The monthly charge for an add-on varies from country to country. 

Enterprise Mobility & Security and Azure Active Directory Premium 

Office 365 tenants use Azure Active Directory to store information about user accounts and settings. Although 

the functionality available in the version of Azure Active Directory is enough to allow Office 365 users to 

authenticate and access the apps, some organizations, especially enterprise deployments, pay extra to access 

the features exposed through Azure Active Directory Premium. You can buy separate Azure Active Directory 

https://portal.office.com/catalog
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Premium licenses (US $6/user per month) or bundled in the Microsoft Enterprise Mobility and Security 

products (EMS). Table 1-4 lists the functionality available through the EMS plans. 

Enterprise 

Mobility + 

Security plans 

Identity and 

access 

management 

Managed mobile 

productivity 

Information 

protection 

Identity driven 

security 

EMS Plan E5 

($15/month) 

Azure Active 

Directory 

Premium P2 

Microsoft Intune 

 

Azure 

Information 

Protection 

Premium P2 

Microsoft Cloud 

App Security 

EMS Plan E3 

($8.75/month) 

Azure Active 

Directory 

Premium P1 

Microsoft Intune Azure 

Information 

Protection P1 

Microsoft 

Advanced Threat 

Analytics 

Table 1-4: Functionality available in the Enterprise Mobility and Security plans 

Table 1-5 lists some of the features supported by Azure Active Directory Premium P1 that are usually of 

interest to Office 365 tenants. The full feature list enabled by Premium licenses is available online. Azure 

Active Directory Premium P1 includes other features, such as conditional access policies for Exchange Online 

and SharePoint Online, which tenants can deploy to force users to sign-in with multi-factor authentication 

based on network location. The P2 plan adds identity protection and privileged identity management. 

The decision to invest in Enterprise Mobility and security or Azure Active Directory Premium licenses depends 

on the value that a tenant can gain from the available functionality. Some tenants will never need any of these 

features, some will need just one or two features, and some will use all the features. As a decision to use these 

products is a factor that can influence the overall cost of Office 365 for an organization, it is a factor to include 

in budget discussions. 

Feature Use 

Enhanced multi-factor 

authentication 

Protects other workloads in addition to Office 365. 

Password write-back Enables the write-back of user passwords to an on-premises Active 

Directory. 

Connect health Delivers information about directory synchronization performed with Azure 

Active Directory Connect. 

Dynamic groups Allows groups to have dynamic membership calculated based on queries 

executed against Azure Active Directory (including dynamic Office 365 

Groups). 

Group expiration policy Expires Office 365 Groups after a predetermined period and allows group 

owners to renew their groups for a further period. 

Advanced reports Includes reports such as password reset activity and irregular sign-in or 

anomalous sign-in activity. 

Track protected 

documents 

Allows users who circulate protected documents to track who has received 

the documents and where those recipients are. 

Assign licenses via AAD 

Groups 

You can achieve a basic level of automation by using Azure Active Directory 

Groups to assign Office 365 licenses to members of those groups. 

Conditional access 

policies 

Control who can access your tenant and the conditions under which they 

are allowed access. 

Self-service password 

reset (SSPR) 

Allow users to reset or unlock their passwords without administrator 

intervention. 

Table 1-5: Azure Active Directory Premium features of interest to Office 365 enterprise tenants 

http://bit.ly/28TmmC0
http://bit.ly/28TmmC0
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-platform/enterprise-mobility-security-pricing
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-platform/enterprise-mobility-security-pricing
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-platform/enterprise-mobility-security-pricing
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-platform/cloud-app-security
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-platform/cloud-app-security
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-platform/microsoft-intune
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-platform/advanced-threat-analytics
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-platform/advanced-threat-analytics
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-platform/advanced-threat-analytics
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/active-directory/
http://bit.ly/28Rz4M4
http://bit.ly/28Rz4M4
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Licensing Requirements for Azure Active Directory 

As described above, some Azure Active Directory features need premium licenses. Microsoft says that “a 

proper license is required if a user benefits directly or indirectly from any feature covered by that license.” 

Sometimes Microsoft does not enforce a license requirement to block someone from using a feature and 

sometimes a partial block is in place. For example, if an administrator account has an Azure Active Directory 

P1 license, they can use the Azure portal to create dynamic Office 365 Groups or define a group expiration 

policy. The Azure portal enforces the license requirement by not revealing the necessary UI unless the user 

has the correct license. However, no license requirement exists in PowerShell, so you can use it to create 

dynamic groups or create a policy. It is also true that dynamic groups work even if the accounts that come 

within the scope of a query do not have a premium license. Microsoft could enforce the requirement at any 

time in the future, so it is both unwise and contrary to the licensing agreement to take advantage of any gaps 

you find. 

Microsoft 365 

Microsoft 365 is an integrated bundle of Windows 10, Office 365, and the Enterprise Mobility and Security 

suite (EMS), packaged in different forms to meet the needs of different customer sectors. Building on the 

experience of Office 365, Microsoft launched Microsoft 365 as a subscription service in July 2017 to make it 

more attractive for customers to buy a complete set of products. Although Office 365 is part of Microsoft 365, 

it is not replaced by Microsoft 365, and continues to be sold separately. 

Variant Target market Components 

Microsoft 365 Enterprise Companies with more than 300 

users. 

Windows 10 Enterprise 

Office 365 (E3 or E5) 

EMS 

Microsoft 365 Business Small to medium companies (up 

to 300 users). 

Windows 10 Business 

Office 365 Business Premium 

EMS 

Microsoft 365 Frontline Customer service and support 

workers 

Windows 10 Enterprise 

Office 365 F1 

EMS 

Microsoft 365 Education Educational establishments Same offerings as for Enterprise, 

Business, and Frontline. 

Microsoft 365 Non-Profit Non-profit organizations Same as Microsoft 365 Business. 

Microsoft 365 Government U.S. government and state 

agencies 

Same as Microsoft 365 Enterprise (E3 

and E5 bundles). 

Table 1-6: Microsoft 365 Variants 

No difference exists in the Office 365 functionality available in the Microsoft 365 plans over what you get in 

the regular Office 365 plans (the PDFs available in this GitHub repository give useful overviews of Office 365 

and Microsoft 365 plans). When Microsoft 365 was launched, it was simply a matter of bundling several 

software packages together. This isn’t a bad thing, because if Office 365 proves anything, it shows how more 

functional technology can be when multiple applications are available. Microsoft Teams, for instance, cannot 

work if Exchange Online, SharePoint Online, Office 365 Groups, and OneDrive for Business are unavailable. As 

time passed, evidence like the replacement of the Office 365 Administration Center with an upgraded console 

that includes different aspects of other Microsoft 365 components reflects how closer integration across the 

suite is happening. The same is true in the Microsoft 365 Security Center and Microsoft 365 Compliance 

Center. Looking back, this progress is like what happened as Office 365 progressed from being a loose 

collection of barely cloudified on-premises applications to an integrated ecosystem. That progression took the 

best part of six years; it’s hoped that the integration of Microsoft 365 will happen sooner. 

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/details/active-directory/
https://www.microsoft.com/en/microsoft-365/enterprise/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/business
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/firstline
https://www.microsoft.com/en-US/microsoft-365/government
https://github.com/AaronDinnage/Licensing
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Over time, it is likely that an increasing percentage of the Office 365 base, particularly in medium to large 

enterprises (over one thousand seats), will decide that their best licensing arrangement is one built around 

Microsoft 365. Many of these customers already license Office 365 and the Enterprise and Mobility Suite 

because they want to use managed devices and advanced Azure Active Directory features alongside Office 

365, so the progression to full-blown Microsoft 365 is not hard. A statistic cited by Microsoft EVP Scott 

Guthrie during a keynote at the Worldwide Partner Conference in July 2016, some 40% of enterprise Office 

365 tenants use EMS. By May 2019, the number for the EMS installed base cited by Microsoft had grown to 

100 million. If we assume that most of these users also use Office 365, the evidence is that growing 

percentage of enterprise customers use both EMS and Office 365, which also shows the logic behind 

packaging them together in Microsoft 365. 

Buying Office 365 Through CSPs (Cloud Solution Providers) 

Remember that Microsoft is not the only company that sells Office 365. You can also buy Office 365 through 

Microsoft cloud solution providers to gain the benefit of the insight and knowledge that they have about how 

to deploy and use Office 365. In many countries, local resellers package Office 365 with other services to suit 

the local market. You still get Office 365 in the same form as offered direct by Microsoft along with whatever 

added benefits the reseller can deliver. The reseller might charge an extra fee on top of the Office 365 plan 

charge levied by Microsoft. The question therefore is whether it ever makes sense to buy from a reseller. 

The answer depends on exactly what added services you get for the extra fee. For instance, some resellers will 

take care of the entire migration process for you while others provide “white glove” service where they take 

manage any support issues that occur. Dealing with cloud support can be a particularly frustrating area so 

interacting with a local services company that understands how cloud support works and has their own direct 

knowledge of Office 365 to help solve problems without the need for escalation can be very valuable. 

The Commercial Success of Office 365 
Only Microsoft knows just how successful Office 365 is and how many paid subscribers Office 365 has. This is 

commercially sensitive data and it should come as no surprise that they reveal as little real data about the 

numbers as they possibly can. What Microsoft does report is the revenue associated with commercial cloud 

products, which covers Azure, Enterprise Mobility, Dynamics 365, and Office 365, which it reports under the 

heading of Productivity and Business Processes. The name has changed over the years along with the 

definition of what Microsoft includes in these results to make it a little more difficult to compare results 

against prior years. 

Commercial Cloud Annualized Run Rate 

In their FY16 Q4 results, Microsoft reported that the annualized revenue run rate (ARR) for commercial cloud 

products had reached $12.1 billion. Fifteen months later, when they announced their FY18 Q1 results (October 

2017), Microsoft said that the run rate was $20.4 billion, a remarkable jump of $8.3 billion over five quarters 

that comfortably allowed CEO Satya Nadella to attain his goal of $20 billion set two years previously. To 

calculate the annualized run rate, Microsoft takes the result achieved in the last month of a reporting period 

and multiples it by 12. In other words, they sold $1.7 billion of commercial cloud products in September 2017, 

the last month of the first quarter in their 2018 fiscal year. Because Microsoft books varying numbers of 

customer projects over a year, a difference always exists between the actual revenue achieved in a year and 

the ARR. Nevertheless, the headline figure used for ongoing comparison is the ARR. 

Although Azure is growing faster than Office 365 (73% versus 30% revenue growth reported in Microsoft’s 

FY19 Q3 results), the higher prices paid for Office 365 E3 and E5 subscriptions (or RPU, revenue per user) and 

the number of Office 365 users indicates that Office 365 is a large part of the commercial cloud products 

https://partner.microsoft.com/en-US/cloud-solution-provider
http://bit.ly/29NI1Gk
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revenue mix. At the FY18 Q3 earnings call, a Goldman Sachs analyst estimated that Azure brings in roughly $8 

billion of annualized revenue. Dynamics 365 probably accounts for another $1 billion, which implies that 

Office 365 is responsible for up to $15 billion annualized revenue, underscoring its importance to Microsoft. 

This equates to an annual RPU of $111 per active user, or $9.26 monthly. The growth rate for Office 365 has 

slowed recently, but still reflects a continuing movement of workload from on-premises systems to the cloud. 

Another interesting fact revealed in the Q3 FY19 briefing was that the Enterprise Mobility and Security Suite 

has over 100 million users. EMS is usually sold alongside Office 365 either standalone or as part of Microsoft 

365, so this points to a high penetration of EMS in Office 365 enterprise tenants. 

Much of the early growth in Office 365 tenants in the 2011-2015 period came from in the small to medium 

business segments as they moved from outdated on-premises servers to the cloud. Evidence since suggests 

that larger enterprises are now comfortable enough with the security, privacy, and operational aspects of 

cloud services to move an increasing amount of workload from on-premises systems. Microsoft’s Office blog 

lists recent customer wins for Office 365. Table 1-7 lists how the annualized revenue run rate for Microsoft’s 

commercial cloud products has grown over time. The big leap in FY19 is accounted for Microsoft's September 

2018 announcement that they would include results for LinkedIn in the commercial cloud segment on an 

ongoing basis. 

Quarter results Microsoft reported annualized revenue run rate (ARR) for 

commercial cloud products 

FY15 Q3 (April 2015) $6.3 billion 

FY15 Q4 (July 2015) $8.0 billion 

FY16 Q4 (July 2016) $12.1 billion 

FY17 Q1 (October 2016) Over $13 billion 

FY17 Q2 (January 2017) Over $14 billion 

FY17 Q3 (April 2017) $15.2 billion 

FY17 Q4 (July 2017) $18.9 billion 

FY18 Q1 (October 2017) $20.4 billion 

FY18 Q2 (January 2018) $21.2 billion (based on $5.3B revenue reported for the quarter) 

FY18 Q3 (April 2018) $24 billion (based on $6B revenue) 

FY18 Q4 (July 2018) $27.6 billion (based on $6.9B revenue) 

FY19 Q1 (October 2018) $39 billion (based on $9.77B revenue – includes LinkedIn) 

FY19 Q2 (January 2019) $40.4 billion (based on $10.1B revenue – includes LinkedIn) 

FY19 Q3 (April 2019) $40.96 billion (based on $10.24B revenue – includes LinkedIn) 

Table 1-7: Microsoft reported results for annualized revenue run rate for commercial cloud products 

Although convincing large customers to embrace the cloud generates headlines, another sign of the 

momentum behind customer movement to the cloud is in Microsoft’s assertion (January 2016) that 50,000 

SMB businesses become Office 365 customers every month. As of January 2019, Office 365 is available in 249 

markets and 44 languages. It is now easier to say where Office 365 is unavailable (Cuba, Iran, Democratic 

People's Republic of Korea, Sudan, and Syria). 

Monthly Active Users 

In terms of people who use the service, the increase in Office 365 users reflects revenue growth. The reported 

number is for accounts that log onto Office 365 and perform some action, like creating and sending a 

message or scheduling a meeting. Table 1-8 lists the growth in monthly active Office 365 users as reported by 

Microsoft since November 2015. 

  

https://blogs.office.com/en-us/
https://www.zdnet.com/article/microsoft-is-adding-commercial-linkedin-revenues-to-its-commercial-cloud-tally/
https://www.zdnet.com/article/microsoft-is-adding-commercial-linkedin-revenues-to-its-commercial-cloud-tally/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/blog/2016/02/01/new-offers-make-it-easier-small-and-midsized-businesses-to-move-to-office-365/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/blog/2016/02/01/new-offers-make-it-easier-small-and-midsized-businesses-to-move-to-office-365/
https://products.office.com/en-ie/business/international-availability
https://products.office.com/en-ie/business/international-availability
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Date Microsoft official number for 

active Office 365 users 

Monthly growth over 

previous period 

November 2015 60 million N/A 

April 2016 70 million 2 million/month 

October 2016 85 million 2.5 million/month 

April 2017 Over 100 million 2.5 million/month 

October 2017 120 million 3.33 million/month 

April 2018 135 million 2.5 million/month 

October 2018 155 million 3.33 million/month 

April 2019 180 million 4.16 million/month 

Table 1-8: Growth in Office 365 monthly active users 

Exchange Online is the largest workload running inside Office 365 and number of people using Exchange for 

email is hugely influential on the overall success of Office 365. In 2017, Microsoft said that Exchange Online 

alone handles about 60 billion requests per day from all connected clients (many people use more than one 

client, and each client handles multiple transactions). At the BUILD 2016 conference, Microsoft revealed that 

Office 365 users create more than a trillion meetings monthly and that Office 365 had processed over 4 trillion 

outbound messages to that point. Clearly, the volume of work handled by Exchange Online is massive. 

In September 2017, Office 365 Corporate VP Rajesh Jha said that he expected more than 70% of the Exchange 

installed base to be in the cloud by Microsoft’s 2019 fiscal year. Jha did not specify when during the year he 

expected Microsoft to reach that point, so we assume the end, or June 2019. Given that industry sources 

reckon Exchange to have more than 300 million users, you would expect the number of Office 365 users to be 

around 210 million by June 2019. Since the comment was made, Microsoft’s financial results have reported a 

slowing of user growth from 30% in Q1 FY18 to 27% in Q3 FY19. This reflects both a larger installed base to 

grow from and that migrations now tend to be more complex than in the early days of Office 365. Taking 

these factors into account, it might take a little longer (end of calendar 2019) before Office 365 has 210 

million monthly active users. 

The number of active Office 365 users reported by Microsoft understates the total usage of Office 365 

because it does not include accounts that Microsoft has provisioned for tenants but are not used yet, free 

accounts (such as Microsoft's own use of the service), and trial domains. The numbers are even higher if we 

speak about mailboxes instead of accounts. Few tenants do not use Exchange Online, and the number of 

cloud mailboxes is considerably higher than the number of cloud user accounts because of shared mailboxes, 

inactive mailboxes, resource mailboxes, and group mailboxes. 

Competition for Office 365 
Google G Suite (formerly Google Apps for Work) is the bitter and enduring competitor for Office 365. In many 

ways, Google set many of the standards by which we measure cloud applications today, including making a 

99.9% SLA the expected norm for service availability. Google also proved that the browser could be used as a 

fully-functional client for common office applications such as word processing and spreadsheets and proved 

that users could depend on the cloud to get real work done. Google exerts a huge influence over the 

development of Office 365 as Microsoft always has one eye on what Google is doing. Today, it’s probably fair 

to say that Google’s strength lies in the small-to-medium space while Microsoft’s is in the enterprise, evidence 

of which is seen when companies like Facebook select Office 365 over Google. The two companies compete 

aggressively in all markets on an ongoing basis, a factor that at least partly accounts for the rapid pace of new 

feature introduction for applications. Moving from the original cloud focus on email, Google and Microsoft 

both offer a range of cloud applications, summarized in Table 1-9.  

https://view.officeapps.live.com/op/view.aspx?src=https://c.s-microsoft.com/en-us/CMSFiles/JhaDB.docx?version=1cf04245-5f77-8460-1caf-eafa7764dfe0
https://view.officeapps.live.com/op/view.aspx?src=https://c.s-microsoft.com/en-us/CMSFiles/JhaDB.docx?version=1cf04245-5f77-8460-1caf-eafa7764dfe0
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 Microsoft Office 365 Google G-Suite 

Email Exchange Online Gmail 

Calendar Exchange Online Calendar 

Team collaboration Teams, Kaizala, Outlook, Yammer 

 

Groups/Currents 

Personal and team file sharing OneDrive for Business Drive 

Document authoring Word  Google Docs 

Spreadsheets Excel Sheets 

Presentations PowerPoint Slides 

Audio and video calls Teams Hangouts 

Company Intranet SharePoint Online Team Sites Sites 

eDiscovery Compliance Center Vault 

APIs Microsoft Graph and other 

service APIs 

Wide range of application and 

administrative APIs 

Table 1-9: Comparing Microsoft Office 365 and Google G-Suite 

A simple table will always deliver a simple comparison. Table 1-9 doesn’t include some of the features 

available in Office 365, including: 

• Delve. 

• Sway. 

• Microsoft Stream. 

• Microsoft Planner. 

• MyAnalytics. 

• Office 365 Cloud App Security. 

• Advanced eDiscovery. 

• Office 365 Retention Policies. 

• Supervision Policies. 

Many observers say that Google does not have the same kind of enterprise-centric ecosystem developed 

around Azure Active Directory (or directory services in general), including features like Azure Information 

Protection. Other areas of comparison include: 

• Cost: The standard G Suite cost of $5/user per month is cheaper than any Office 365 enterprise plan 

(but not Office 365 business essentials) while even the more expensive G Suite with unlimited storage 

and Vault (archiving and eDiscovery) only costs $10/user per month. However, it is difficult to 

compare the Google plans against the Microsoft plan because of the influence that the Office desktop 

suite has on pricing. If you want Office, you’ll have to pay for it, one way or another. Another thing to 

take into consideration is the price of add-ons from Microsoft or ISVs, which often increase the real 

average cost paid per seat. The low-cost entry point is definitely a plus point for Google, even if 

Microsoft has a $4/month F1 (first-line worker) plan that serves customers who want a low-cost 

solution. You can end up spending a lot more money on Office 365 licenses, especially if you go for 

the E3 or E5 plans and add on some options such as Azure Active Directory Premium. However, the 

point is that the price you pay should reflect the functionality needed by the business. If G Suite basic 

includes enough functionality to meet those requirements, you’ll get it for $5/user per month. But if 

you work in a complex multinational and need advanced eDiscovery, compliance, or want to host very 

large dial-in teleconferences and prefer the Office suite, you will end up paying a lot more for Office 

365 licenses. Discounts are always a factor when customers sign up for large enterprise deals, so the 

list price is only a guideline for starting a conversation about contracts. 

• Automation: The automation features in G Suite are weaker than in Office 365, where PowerShell 

delivers Microsoft an advantage for automating common management operations through scripting, 

while Flow, PowerApps, and the Microsoft Graph APIs provide a common programmatic interface to 

data accessible through multiple Office 365 endpoints, including Outlook, Groups, and Teams. 

https://gsuite.google.com/products/vault/
https://products.office.com/en-us/business/office-365-f1
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However, Google does have Apps Script, which can be used to develop add-ons for Sheets, Docs, and 

Forms. 

• Clients: Both suites deliver good browser and mobile support for their applications across a range of 

devices. Both support offline working, with Microsoft offering Outlook for email, calendar, and groups 

and OneDrive for Business for offline access to documents, presentations, spreadsheets and anything 

else stored in a folder. Google offers both Gmail and Inbox clients and supports offline access for 

Gmail, Calendar, and Google Docs, providing you use the Chrome browser, which is a reasonable 

assumption to make if you opt for the Google suite. In some respects, the Google apps enjoy an 

advantage because all their apps are cloud-based and designed to work together in a very natural 

way. Google refers to their apps as “intelligent” with “real-time collaboration built in from the start”. 

Microsoft was handicapped in this area because of the legacy of hundreds of millions of users of 

Exchange, SharePoint, and Office restricted their ability to evolve to create better and more complete 

integrations as quickly as they perhaps should have. However, applications like Office 365 Groups and 

the gradual influence of Teams across Office 365 proves that Microsoft can deliver an integrated 

approach to collaboration and there’s no doubt that Microsoft absorbed some lessons from Google 

when they built the online versions of the Office apps and new applications like Sway. 

• Mobile Device Support: Both suites provide methods to manage mobile devices using cloud 

consoles, including functions such as the application of device policies and the ability to remote wipe 

devices. Apart from the basic mobile device management provided in the Office 365 Administration 

Center, Microsoft customers can buy licenses for the Enterprise Mobility and Security product to gain 

additional capabilities. 

• Migration: Both suites provide migration utilities to help companies move data into the cloud. 

Microsoft’s Office 365 Import service boasts the ability to ingest data from multiple sources, including 

PSTs, on-premises SharePoint and file servers, and multiple third-party data sources such as 

Bloomberg. Although both Office 365 and G Suite offer tools to migrate from the other platform, the 

tools cannot move all user data and settings. If you need to move from G Suite to Office 365, you 

should evaluate the available commercial migration products. 

• Hybrid: Microsoft’s ability to support hybrid environments is a huge positive for enterprises who want 

to keep some workload on-premises, including those who will eventually move everything to the 

cloud but need to move gradually. Unified directories and the ability to transfer mailboxes quickly and 

easily from one environment to another is a plus point for administrators who don’t want to conduct 

a big-bang migration. SharePoint also supports hybrid scenarios to accommodate the gradual 

transfer of work from on-premises to the cloud, including the ability to have on-premises content 

show up in unified searches. 

• Security and Privacy: Both suites expend huge effort to protect customer data and security, 

including when data is in transit across the Internet. Both support protection and encryption (IRM) 

and Data Loss Prevention (DLP), but Microsoft has an edge in both areas because of its application of 

IRM and DLP to non-email workloads. Protection templates applied through email transport rules and 

encryption provide added levels of control over how email and documents can be protected for 

internal and external use. 

• Data Sovereignty: The location of data at rest is increasingly a critical issue for businesses as they 

move to the cloud. Microsoft runs a large network of datacenters globally for both Azure and Office 

365, including in important markets such as the U.K., Germany, Japan, Hong Kong, India, Canada, and 

Australia, with announced plans to operate datacenters in other countries. Microsoft has also set 

down an important principle where a local data trustee oversees operations in Germany. By 

comparison, Google’s datacenters are mostly concentrated in the U.S. and Western Europe. 

The decision about which cloud suite to use is a difficult one to make. If you use Microsoft on-premises server 

technology today, the natural route forward is to Office 365, especially if user work habits are centered around 

https://developers.google.com/apps-script/add-ons/
https://office365itpros.com/2019/04/17/gsuite-migration-to-exchange-online/
https://products.office.com/en-IE/where-is-your-data-located?ms.officeurl=datamaps&geo=All
https://www.google.com/about/datacenters/inside/locations/index.html
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Outlook, Word, Excel, and PowerPoint. All the tools exist to make the transition as easy as possible and 

Microsoft will help customers to migrate with their FastTrack program. In addition, Microsoft publishes a set 

of guides to help customers understand how to move from the G Suite applications to their Office 365 

equivalent. 

G Suite Migration: In April 2019, Microsoft introduced a new set of migration capabilities for G Suite data. 

The new tools still use IMAP4 to transfer email from Gmail and therefore has limited transfer capabilities 

per day because of throttling controls imposed by Google. Microsoft is working on new tools to increase 

the speed at which data can be moved to Office 365. 

Leveraging the Breadth of Office 365 
When Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella told the audience at the October 2014 Gartner conference that “Office 

365 is the new Exchange and one will cannibalize the other. The key is to ensure that current Exchange 

customers can transition on their own terms,” he reflected the reality that many Office 365 customers had 

selected email as the first workload to move into the cloud. The reason why he called Office 365 “the new 

Exchange” is that the movement of email into the cloud mimicked the movement of email from expensive 

mainframe and minicomputers to PC-based Windows NT servers some twenty years previously. Exchange was 

the first Windows server application considered “enterprise-ready.” In other words, Exchange could scale to 

offer the kind of email service needed by the world’s largest corporations, a promise that the server delivered 

on to lay the foundation for a suite of other Office server applications to build upon. 

Exchange Online is a big reason why many companies decide to move workload to Office 365, but what of the 

other cloud applications? After all, you pay for these applications alongside Exchange, so it is wasteful if you 

do not seek to take advantage of them. Any plan to move to Office 365 should consider what advantages a 

company can derive from the whole of Office 365 rather than applying a narrow email-centric focus. Here are 

the services that round out Office 365: 

• SharePoint Online: Originally released as a departmental sharing and retrieval application in 

SharePoint Portal Server 2001 (a version that shared the ESE database engine with Exchange), 

SharePoint has evolved over several later releases to become a full-blown document management 

platform built on SQL Server. The SharePoint API and features such as InfoPath forms and workflow 

management has enabled customers to build a wide variety of applications on the platform. This is 

both a strength and a problem when it comes to cloud transition because it is much harder to move 

an application’s code to SharePoint Online than it is to move a user mailbox. Still, as time goes by, the 

process to plan for and to execute the move of on-premises applications is becoming easier as new 

tools are available and more knowledge is acquired. The elimination of expensive on-premises 

SharePoint farms is attractive from the economic perspective but expect this project to involve a lot of 

effort and cost unless the company’s use of SharePoint is relatively unsophisticated. The first step is to 

understand how SharePoint is used internally and to create an inventory of applications. This flows 

into an assessment of who uses the applications and how to transfer the workload, including whether 

you need to run a hybrid environment. 

• OneDrive for Business: OneDrive for Business is a replacement for personal shares on Windows file 

servers. In other words, it is a network location where users can put their documents and other files 

rather than storing them on the hard drive of their PCs. The storage used by OneDrive for Business is 

delivered by SharePoint but some of the functionality is different, possibly to make OneDrive for 

Business more like its consumer counterpart. 

• Yammer: Microsoft bought Yammer in July 2012 to gain its enterprise social networking technology. 

Since then, Microsoft has integrated Yammer into Office 365 in several ways such as using Azure 

Active Directory for identity management, connecting Yammer with on-premises SharePoint, and 

https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Switch-to-Office-365-11aff781-f035-4434-9eea-da4b5f9e657f?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Switch-to-Office-365-11aff781-f035-4434-9eea-da4b5f9e657f?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/exchange/2019/04/16/introducing-the-new-migration-experience-from-google-g-suite/
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using the Office 365 Groups service for Yammer Groups. Some commentators have said that 

Microsoft also acquired a fast-paced web-centric development culture from Yammer that helped 

them in the transition to the cadence expected from cloud services. That cadence exists today in the 

ongoing rapid release of features in Office 365. However, perhaps the most interesting influence that 

has come from Yammer is the Graph technology, a project that originated as the Enterprise Graph 

inside Yammer and was in turn derived from the Open Graph work done at Facebook. Applications 

reference signals held in the Office Graph to highlight popular files, videos, and groups within 

applications and as the basis for the information surfaced in Delve and MyAnalytics. Yammer, like 

email servers, is all about sharing information. If your company uses Exchange for this purpose you 

might not want to use Yammer to recreate the wheel. On the other hand, Yammer does things 

differently and it might give an answer to improve internal communications and idea sharing. For this 

reason, it is a good idea to include an analysis of Yammer along with the other methods for 

collaboration available in Office 365 in your migration plans. 

• Microsoft Planner and Microsoft Teams are two applications available to enterprise Office 365 

tenants. Both use Office 365 Groups to give a team identity and to manage team membership. 

Planner focuses on task-based planning for team activities while Teams offers a chat-based 

workspace for users to work together. According to Microsoft, over 200,000 organizations use Teams, 

so it is experiencing a rapid uptake. 

• Skype for Business Online: The long-term direction for Skype for Business Online is to transition the 

client functionality to Teams and the server functionality to the Microsoft Phone System. The 

transition takes time and needs careful planning. See Chapter 16 for more information about using 

Teams for meetings and calls. New Office 365 tenants with fewer than 500 seats must use Teams and 

do not have the choice of using Skype for Business Online. 

• Delve: All about exposing information that exists within a company, the current iteration of Delve 

does not expose information held in Exchange mailboxes or public folders because the Office Graph 

does not use the content held in Exchange databases when it looks for the connections that exist 

between users in a company. However, if your company makes heavy use of SharePoint Online 

document libraries to store information used by teams, Delve can do an excellent job of making 

documents more visible to people who have access to the documents but might not realize that the 

information exists. Microsoft has introduced components to surface more on-premises data in Delve, 

notably for SharePoint, but Delve cannot yet access the contents of on-premises Exchange mailboxes. 

• Office 365 Video /Stream: Announced in November 2014, the Video service is a portal built on top 

of SharePoint Online intended to provide companies with a single place to store and manage video 

content for internal consumption. Quite how many companies need a YouTube equivalent for internal 

videos is open to question, but it is indicative of the way that Microsoft positions Office 365 as the 

one-stop shop for all types of content used within companies. Stream is the second-generation video 

service that will eventually replace Office 365 Video. All Office 365 commercial tenants now have 

access to the advanced features of Stream. See Chapter 7 in the companion volume for more 

information about Office 365 Video and Chapter 14 in this book for information about Stream. 

Perhaps the most interesting technical aspect of Office 365 is how the barriers that exist between different on-

premises applications disappear when Microsoft has total control of deployment and operations. Relatively 

few on-premises environments successfully integrate SharePoint and Exchange, but the configuration and 

operational difficulties go away with the cloud versions. Microsoft takes advantage of this to build new 

applications that exploit Exchange Online for email and calendaring and SharePoint Online for storage, adding 

whatever extra software is necessary to complete the picture. Two examples are Teams and Microsoft Planner. 

Both are unique to Office 365 and do not exist in even the most up-to-date versions of the on-premises 

software. As such, you must migrate workload to the cloud before people can use applications built 

deliberately to exploit the unique circumstances that exist within Office 365. 
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If the right licenses are in place, all this functionality is available to Office 365 tenants. Lots of companies plan 

to move to Office 365 to replace an existing email server and can benefit even more by exploiting the other 

technology mentioned above. The best thing is that Microsoft takes care of all the work to deploy and 

manage the technology, meaning that the normal learning curve needed to master the details of capacity 

planning, server deployment, and application set-up is not needed. All effort can focus on the question of 

how best to use the features available through SharePoint Online, Skype for Business Online, Delve, and Video 

to solve business problems. Companies that have been using on-premises SharePoint and Skype for Business 

will find that their experience and knowledge will transition to the cloud, subject to the caveats outlined 

above. 

Like an Exchange migration, the migration of on-premises SharePoint and Skype for Business to their cloud 

equivalents are projects that benefit greatly from experience. If you don’t have the necessary expertise on 

staff, you should find some experienced consultants to help you plan the transition. 

Will we move? 
There is no doubt that Office 365 is impressive in terms of its physical infrastructure, feature set, and market 

success. A time will come when most common office application workloads run in the cloud, and a lot of this 

work will happen inside Office 365. Companies that currently run on-premises deployments have a real choice 

to make: should they stay with on-premises software, embrace the cloud by going “all in” with Office 365 by 

themselves or using the assistance of Microsoft or another partner, or implement a hybrid environment where 

some processing remains on-premises and some moves to the cloud. Each company will have their own set of 

factors to consider as they make the choice, so that seems to be a reasonable topic for discussion in Chapter 

2. 
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